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Hello from Seniiku,

"Peace unto you! We believe that art
and design are important for the good of the world.
When you join SENIIKU, you
become a part of something bigger,
because our purpose is to connect artists,
art community, and provide art for humanity. "
Hopefully, this guide is useful for you as a
New Creator at Seniiku Marketplace. You can
learn how to open an account, upload images, 
sell goods and services, and so on.

Flip this page to start your journey...

 – Martin (founder, designer, coffee addict)
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 Free Registration

OPEN ACCOUNT
& SET UP PROFILE

03

Your Store is Open!
Continue to upload your products,

promote and manage your transactions.
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Log in or sign up / register a Creator account (free) before preparing your online store.
3 ways to login to the website application.
- From the short URL bit.ly/joinseniiku
- From the 'Seller login' menu on our website.
- From the button 'Become a Creator' on our website.

Waiting for Approval
Seniiku Admin will check the registration form.
While waiting, you can add store information details.

Complete Store Information
Login and add store details such as store name, description, and
upload a photo of your banner, logo and profile.

Add Shipping Information
Add shipping address and zip code.
Shipping information is mandatory, to calculate shipping costs required by the buyer

Complete the Registration Form
Complete all information fields, including providing work samples and answering basic questionnaires.

To expedite our verification by Seniiku Admin, share links to work samples (website/social media URL) 

If no URL is available, send sample images to help@seniiku.com
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OPEN ACCOUNT
& SET UP PROFILE

03

3 ways to login to Seniiku Marketplace

Click the button "Become a Creator" Click the menu "Seller login"

Complete store information Add  store& shipping information

Type the URL bit.ly/joinseniiku

From time to time, 
our web developer
will update the design
and navigation of the
website, but the ways
to login remain similar.
If in doubt, contact
Seniiku Admin.



source: folksy

SIMPLE PHOTO
PREPARATION
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Having only a smartphone? No problem

01 Clean the lens of your phone.

02 Search for the largest window during the day where enough sunlight can come through it.

03 Attach the backdrop (paperboard) as shown, on a wall with strong masking tape.

04 Place your product on the backdrop (you can also decorate it as needed).

05 Add (as necessary) a white carton next to the product, as a reflector (so that the product looks 

more natural).

06 Please start taking pictures, with different angles for interesting results. (from front, side, top, 

and so on) - see examples on the next page.

07 If desired, you can edit the photo using photo-editing application such as Photoshop (for 

optimal result).
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3 PHOTO STYLES 
WHICH ARE
POPULAR
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Front angle (dari depan)

source: amazon

source: shiseido

source: minoar
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Flatlay style (from the top)
souce: amazon

Front Angle (from the front)

45% / 75% style (from the side)

SIMPLE PHOTO
PREPARATION
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DO NOT ENLARGE YOUR PICTURE

Don't enlarge your image in Photoshop or other programs. When you zoom in the image, the 

image becomes blurred, washed, and is not ideal for printing. For pictures that are rather small, 

you should take a new photo with a higher resolution.

DO NOT COMPRESS YOUR PICTURE

When you save photos in a program like Photoshop, you are given the option to compress 

photos. This means you reduce the quality of the photo. This also makes the photo blurry and 

yellow when printed.

DON'T CROP CARELESSLY

When using an image editing program such as Photoshop, make sure your image is straight, so 

only if needed, you can rotate and crop the image to make it perfect.

CHECK THE FOCUS OF YOUR PICTURE

Your picture might look perfect on the mobile/camera's small screen, but when you see it on your 

computer and in full size, it might look out of focus. Get used to taking multiple photos and then 

select the best one.

MAKE SURE THE LIGHT BALANCED

Make sure that the image is not brightly lit on one side and having dark shadows on the other 

(this is normally happens when using a camera/smartphone flash). Use balanced lighting, or use 

natural light well.

MAKE SURE THE RIGHT COLOR

Don't worry if there is a difference between what you see in the original work, on the screen of 

your computer and printouts. You must do what you can to minimize the difference. Bring the 

photo into an image editor, place the original artwork next to the screen and play with various 

image settings to get a match for the best color. 
source: FAA

source: FAA

DO’S

DON’TS

SIMPLE PHOTO
PREPARATION



UPLOAD CREATIVE 
PRODUCTS
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01 Add your product
Once you login, find the "Add Product" button inside your seller dashboard.

02 Upload product photos
Upload best images for your product photos. Each photo should be a minimum of 

1024x1024 in dimension.

07 Complete collection info and save.
Fill in collection info up to 3 selections. Save (SAVE CHANGES) all your changes. Our 

administration team will review and send news via email.

05 Add pricing details
• Give a fair price after researching similar products on the market.

• If there is a discount, fill in 2 price boxes, namely the current price (PRICE, for example, $ 80) 

  and the initial price (COMPARED AT PRICE, e.g. $ 100). If there isn't, simply use the current price.

06 Complete additional details
• (Normal product) - add variant details including your product weight and inventory details such  

  as number of  quantity

• (Digital product) - upload your digital file and access information, also your inventory details  

  such as number of quantity

03 Complete product details
Choose product (digital*/normal) then add name, description, type, tags, and policy (if any). See 

list of product type & tags. 

*digital means product with no shipping required, downloadable products.

04 Complete shipping details (normal product only)
Check 'REQUIRES SHIPPING' check box, enter product weight in kg i.e. if it's 200 grams, you enter 

0.2 kg

Make sure to check "REQUIRES SHIPPING" and select "MARKETPLACE SHIPPING" to provide

shipping or "FREE SHIPPING". - for information to the buyer when checkout.

NOTE 1: Make sure "QUANTITY" and "TRACK THIS PRODUCT INVENTORY" are completed, 

NOTE 2: Especially for freelancers, you have the option to upload digital files when  your 

so that buyers can buy your product.

deliverables have become ready/completed.
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• If there is a discount, fill in 2 price boxes, namely the current price (PRICE, for example, $ 80) 

  and the initial price (COMPARED AT PRICE, e.g. $ 100). If there isn't, simply use the current price.

• (Normal product) - add variant details including your product weight and inventory details such  

  as number of  quantity

• (Digital product) - upload your digital file and access information, also your inventory details  

  such as number of quantity
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Add your products Complete product details

Complete additional details Complete collection info 

Complete shipping details

UPLOAD CREATIVE 
PRODUCTS



ADD SHIPPING 
COSTS
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01 Activate shipping method
After tapping/clicking the       '3 lines' button, select menu 'SHIPPING CONFIGURATION' to 

activate the shipping method (press 3 dots to see this pop up menu).

02 Add shipping range(s) (‘RANGE DETAIL’)
Add 'RANGE DETAIL' to the shipping method, based on price or weight. Our suggestion:

• For lighter items 0.1-1.0 kg, 1.10 - 2.0 kg and so on.

• For heavier items (such as furniture) 0.1-5.0 kg, 5.1-10.0 kg and so on.

05 Activate shipping for the product
Update shipping details with the shipping method and activate shipping for ALL product 

variations.

06 Save changes
Save all the changes you make, and you are ready to sell and promote your store. 

03 Select the desired shipping country
Select the country and activate/deactivate the province you desire (as applicable).

04 Add shipping rates
Set different shipping rates for each country and/or province.

IMPORTANT: to enable shipping and quantity (see the ‘UPLOAD CREATIVE PRODUCTS' 

section) for all types of product variants - if any.

DON'T WORRY. ADMIN SENIIKU CAN HELP

SEND A REQUEST TO ADMIN, SHIPPING TABLE SENIIKU, FOR INSTANCE
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Activate shipping method

Add shipping country info and costs

Activate shipping method Add shipping ranges

Contact 
Seniiku Admin
for assistance
- see section 
"GETTING HELP"
to look for ways 
to contact us. 

ADD SHIPPING 
COSTS



source: pikisuperstar

PROMOTE CREATIVE 
PRODUCTS
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01 Enter complete details
Enter product details that aref useful and meaningful for buyers - to increase your 

chance of being found online.

02 Share to social media
Share your profile and product links to your social media. Provide reviews, testimonials and 

more photos to get more engagements and shares.

05 Provide free shipping
Customer will shop around different online shops for better deals. Providing free shipping will 

give you an advantage for better sales.

03 Promote to blog sites
Provide in-depth review about your creations on blog sites, or engage bloggers to write about 

your products online. 

04 Provide promo
Everyone likes promotional items, especially when it coincides with festive season (i.e. New year's 

discounts).

07

NEW

MESSAGESHARE & LIKE

CALL A FRIEND

0812 3456 78

ANNOUNCE

SHOP LAUNCH

19
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Sample of product details that are neat and complete

Optional - additional info
in the Product detail section,
so you can be found
on the Internet 

01 RED NIKE AIR MAX 90 ULTRA RUNNING 
SHOES - A REFINED ICON 

Source: Nike
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RECEIVE ORDERS
AND PAYMENTS
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01 Receive order notifications

02 Pack your order
Once there is a confirmation of payment from the buyer, pack the goods (non-digital) properly. 

Include a certificate of authenticity if needed.

05 Received payment
After the buyer successfully receives your package, you will receive payment (deducted by 

commission) at the end of the month.  

03 Contact local courier service
Send your package using a reliable courier service.

04 Update shipping completion details
After you get the delivery date and receipt number (recommended), enter your account and 

update the details on your order. Buyers will get a notification.

Seniiku provides a certificate of authenticity template. It can be downloaded from the Seniiku

 website.

08

You will receive an email notification about new orders. Log in to your account and find 

customer orders and details.

Then, after the payment is made by the buyer, you will get another notification email.



Find order info Complete the shipping details
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How do I get paid?

SENIIKU will pay the seller of creative works ('CREATOR') after deducting their respective commissions (as shown at 

www.seniiku.com/pages/join-us) via electronic transfer. Payments, in general, will be made at the end of month. (Should 

you need a different cycle term, please contact Seniiku Admin - case by case basis)

Please note, transaction fees may apply for certain countries, payment gateways, local bank transfers, depending on 

the fees set by the gateway provider payment. (Management reserves the right to update the payment options from time to 

time. Options are currently available from January 12, 2020) 

We will pay you using this payment option *:

* NOTE:

Singapura             - Local Bank Transfers (DBS, SCB) to any local bank, PayNow, PayLah, PayPal.

Indonesia              - Local Bank Transfers (CIMB, BTPN) to any local bank, GoPay, OVO, DANA, LinkAja, Shopee Pay,  

                                 Jenius.

Other Countries  - TransferWise, WorldRemit, PayPal.
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Help Center

Contact Us Form

Seller Center Using WhatsApp Help

GETTING 
HELP 

How to contact Seniiku Admin

Use the 'Contact Us' form (fast response).

Send a letter or parcel to: KREYA ASIA, 51 Goldhill Plaza, # 08-02,

Singapore 308900.

[Other Country] Call (leave message) at +65 3163 7699.

[Indonesia] Leave the WhatsApp message on +62 822 1624 0652.

Email us at help@seniiku.com (fast response).
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Thank you
for being creative.

Main Social Media

facebook.com/seniikumarket

instagram.com/seniikumarket

twitter.com/seniikumarket

pinterest.com/seniikumarket

linkedin.com/company/seniikumarket

Instagram for Creators

instagram.com/beinghuman.asia

Follow Our Social Media


